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20 states carrying forward Rs 2.6
lakh cr of debt-money into FY22
Most states are likely to be in better
fiscal health this financial year as 20 of
them are collectively carrying forward
Rs 2.6 lakh crore borrowed in FY21 to
this fiscal, says a report.
This also explains why the states have
been borrowing less so far this year
despite the pandemic-driven revenue
crunch and the soaring public expenses
towards health and food

the Comptroller and Auditor General
for 25 states and the revised estimates
for FY21 of the remaining three states,
show a combined fiscal defici .. it of Rs
8.1 lakh crore for FY21 or 3.4 per cent
of GSDP.
“The aggregate budgeted fiscal deficit
of the 28 states of 3.4 per cent, is only
marginally lower than the unconditional
borrowing of 3.5 per cent for FY22.

Given the pandemic and the resultant
financial crunch, the Centre allowed
states to borrow up to 5 per cent of their
gross state domestic product (GSDP)
-- resulting in an aggregate borrowing
of Rs 8.5 lakh crore -- in FY21 as they
faced massive drop in revenues and
higher expenses towards supporting the
people hit by the lockdowns.

“However, most states presented their
FY22 budgets prior to the second wave
and the associated restrictions resulted
in a combination of lower-than-projected revenue and GSDP, as well as higherthan-forecast expenditure, leading to the
eventual higher fiscal deficit, ..exceeding
the budgeted 3.4 per cent, similar to the
slippage seen in FY21,’ said Nayar.

As of August 10, when the state debt
was auctioned last, the borrowings by
the states so far in FY22 has been 11 per
cent less year-on-year and 15 per cent ..

The size of the permitted borrowings for
FY21, as well as the carried forward portion, is effectively linked to FY21 GSDP
estimate, based on a formula that could
not account for the economic shrinkage
caused by the pandemic.

According to her, some states may
choose to utilise their carry forward
borrowings instead of the conditional
borrowings of 0.5 per cent.
The total debt of the 28 states in FY21
would be Rs 10.6 lakh crore, of which Rs
8.5 lakh crore were their market borrowings and the rest loans from the Centre.

However, she admitted that if the FY21
GSDP is revised downwards, it would
compress the size of the carried forward
borrowings below Rs 2.6 lakh crore
estimated by the .. agency and could
negatively impact those states which had
fully utilised their borrowings in FY21.
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Bharatiya Swatantra Divas
Mubarak to all my Asian
Indian Community in
Chicago and Dallas

SHER MOHAMMED RAJPUT OF CHICAGO,
Trustee East-West University Chicago who has been
recently elected Lifetime Trustee of
Federation of Indian Associations
Asia Times US has been serving Asian Community for
the last 12 years and my salute to them
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Mahatma Gandhi, by name of Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi, (born October 2, 1869, Porbandar, India—died
January 30, 1948, Delhi), Indian lawyer,
politician, social activist, and writer
who became the leader of the nationalist movement against the British rule of
India. As such, he came to be considered the father of his country. Gandhi is
internationally esteemed for his doctrine of nonviolent protest (satyagraha)
to achieve political and social progress.
In the eyes of millions of his fellow Indians, Gandhi was the Mahatma
(“Great Soul”). The unthinking adoration of the huge crowds that
gathered to see him all along the route of his tours made them a severe ordeal; he could hardly work during the day or rest at night. “The
woes of the Mahatmas,” he wrote, “are known only to the Mahatmas.”
His fame spread worldwide during his lifetime and only increased
after his death. The name Mahatma Gandhi is now one of the most
universally recognized on earth.
Youth

Warm welcome to Mr Mumtaz Ali Akram by his Riyadh
best friends Mr Rafiq MD
Shalimar Group, Mr Shabaz Farooqui, Dr. Ashraf,
Mr. Junnu, Mohd Younus,
Mr. Shaukat, Mr. Ather, Mr.
Omar, Mr. Salim,
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Hyderabadi Eid Banquet hosted by Dallas Deccan Society
Hyderabadi Eid Banquet was hosted by Dallas Deccan Society on Aug 8. It was an excellent gathering to boost Hyderabadi network. It was held in
Dallas Palms in Carrollton, TX. Large number of people gathered to celebrate and have fun. Local Poets and comedians showed their talents among
applauses of the audience. There was fun facility for kids too. Seperate halls for men and women was accomodated. Delicious food that was served
included authentic haleem, and Hyderabadi Dum Biryani.
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Dr. Basheer Ahmed, MD

Banquet chairman: Iftekhar Shareef
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IAA CELEBRATED INDEPENDENCE DAY & EID MILAN UNDER THE
PRESIDENTSHIP OF NAWAB MIR HAMID ALI KHAN
(IAA ) Indian American Association Chicago
On July 18, 2021 Celebrated the 4th July Independence Day of USA and EID Milan at the City of
Hoffman Estates ,IL. It Is a suburb of Chicago

Honorable Consul at Chicago Mr. Ranjit
Singh and IAA, President Nawab Mir
Hamid Ali Khan At the 4th of July
Celebration of United States Independence
Day Event in Chicago, USA

Lamp
lighting by
Honorable
Mr.Ranjit
Singh
Consul at
Consulate
General of
India,
Chicago.
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Beautiful words
from Nusrath Mehdi
Khan
Life is and has to be like waves in an
ocean. One moment its calm and the
very next it’s fiery and crashing. What
some of us fail to realize is that the
waves after crashing, rise up again and
come back with another cycle of force.
Remember to keep a cycle like that in
life too. It’s all about keeping the right
thoughts at the top of your mind every
day, so they’re readily available on those
inevitable days when you need them
most. For some it might mean sitting
down quietly with oneself every morning and reflecting on precisely what you

need to remember and for others its
might be something else under the sky.
As we go through this cycle of ups and
downs we somehow ultimately learn
that peace does not mean to be in a
place where there is no noise, trouble, or
hard realities to deal with—peace means
to be in the midst of all those things and
still remain calm in your mind. Practice
and learn to catch yourself in that negative state of emotional unrest, and then
consciously calm your minds, so that
you can think straight, and make the
best decisions possible with the hand
you have been dealt with. No one ever
said it will be easy, it never is; it never
will be but positivity takes us a long
way. Being positive does not mean we
are not aware of negativity around us;
it’s just that we slowly learn to change
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our perspective towards things that are
not in our hands and believe that what
will, be will be!!
-

HAPPY INDEPENDENCE DAY
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First league match by USA National Cricket Franchise, won by Chicago Blasters
against St Louis Americans(MLIC). Man of the match Asher Hasan. Great motivation
amongst the new young cricketers and new management team consisting of Veteran
in Cricket Khurram Syed , Afroze Ul Huq as coach , Syed Akram Mohiuddin team
manager , Manish Varma asst manager , Azhar Shareef CFO and all supporting staff
. Go Blasters for next two matches in Houston , TX on August 7th & August 8 th.
Missing Asad Mohammad son of Cricket Legand and international celebrity Mohammed Azharuddin because of COVID restrictions.
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Honorable Mr. Laxman Rao A well known journalist from
Hyderabad who served in Chicago for 25 years at India Tribune as a senior Journalist
He is returning to Hyderabad the Indian Community Honored him Gave him a Farewell party
He also had a book Release in which he gave his views of the
Indian Americans who lived in USA in his 25 years of stay
his assessment

As we celebrate our nation’s independence day, let’s
remember our past leaders who lost their lives in the
battle for the freedom we are enjoying today.

Have a wonderful independence day.
Fareeduddin Sabiri, Treasurer IAA, Chicago, IL
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SHAHID LATEEF RECEIVED
BEST SOUND ENGINEER
AWARD IN
CHICAGO
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PM Imran Khan with Roshan Waliuddin and others
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Subhas Chandra Bose

charge of publicity for the Bengal Provincial
Congress CommitteeHis mentor was Chittaranjan Das who was a spokesman for aggressive
nationalism in Bengal. In the year 1923, Bose
was elected the President of All India Youth
Congress and also the Secretary of Bengal
State Congress. He was also the editor of the
newspaper “Forward”, founded by Chittaranjan
Das.Bose worked as the CEO of the Calcutta
Municipal Corporation for Das when the
latter was elected mayor of Calcutta in 1924.
In a roundup of nationalists in 1925, Bose was
arrested and sent to prison in Mandalay, where
he contracted tuberculosis.In 1927, after being
released from prison, Bose became general
secretary of the Congress party and worked
with Jawaharlal Nehru for independence. In
late December 1928, Bose organised the Annual Meeting of the Indian National Congress
in Calcutta.His most memorable role was as
General Officer Commanding (GOC) Congress
Volunteer Corps.Author Nirad Chaudhuri
wrote about the meeting:
Bose organized a volunteer corps in uniform,
its officers were even provided with steel-cut
epaulettes ... his uniform was made by a firm
of British tailors in Calcutta, Harman’s. A telegram addressed to him as GOC was delivered
to the British General in Fort William and was
the subject of a good deal of malicious gossip
in the (British Indian) press. Mahatma Gandhi
as a sincere pacifist vowed to non-violence, did
not like the strutting, clicking of boots, and
saluting, and he afterward described the Calcutta session of the Congress as a Bertram Mills
circus, which caused a great deal of indignation
among the Bengalis.
A little later, Bose was again arrested and jailed
for civil disobedience; this time he emerged to
become Mayor of Calcutta in 1930.
1933–1937: Illness, Austria, Emilie Schenkl
During the mid-1930s Bose travelled in Europe, visiting Indian students and European
politicians, including Benito Mussolini. He
observed party organisation and saw com-
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ment of Indian nationalism, praised Bose’s
patriotism but distanced itself from his tactics
and ideology,especially his collaboration with
fascism.The British Raj, though never seriously
threatened by the INA,charged 300 INA officers
with treason in the INA trials, but eventually
backtracked in the face both of popular sentiment and of its own end.
1897–1921: Early life
Subhas Chandra Bose was born on 23 January
1897 (at 12.10 pm) in Cuttack, Orissa Division,
Bengal Province, to Prabhavati Dutt Bose and
Janakinath Bose, an advocate belonging to a
Kayasthafamily.He was the ninth in a family of
14 children. His family was well to do.
He was admitted to the Protestant European
School (presently Stewart High School) in
Cuttack, like his brothers and sisters, in January
1902. He continued his studies at this school
which was run by the Baptist Mission up to
1909 and then shifted to the Ravenshaw Collegiate School. After securing the second position
in the matriculation examination in 1913, he
was admitted to the Presidency College where
he studied briefly.He was influenced by the
teachings of Swami Vivekananda and Ramakrishna after reading their works at the age of
16. He felt that his religion was more important
than his studies.
In those days, the British in Calcutta often
made offensive remarks to the Indians in public
places and insulted them openly. This behavior
of the British as well as the outbreak of World
War I began to influence his thinking.
His nationalistic temperament came to light
when he was expelled for assaulting Professor Oaten (who had manhandled some Indian
studentsfor the latter’s anti-India comments.
He was expelled although he appealed that he
only witnessed the assault and did not actually
participate in it He later joined the Scottish
Church College at the University of Calcutta
and passed his B.A. in 1918 in philosophy. Bose
left India for Europe on 15 September 1919, arriving in London on 20 October.He had made a
promise to his father to prepare and appear for
the Indian Civil Services (ICS) examination, for
which his father has made available Rs 10,000.
In London, Bose readied his application for the
ICS, staying in Belsize Park with his brother
Satish, who was preparing for the bar exam.[45]
According to historian Leonard A. Gordon
“Subhas’ Civil Service application demonstrates
his family’s connectedness to the small, interrelated elite of Bengal. For references, he gave
the names of the two highest-ranking Indians
in the councils of the British-Indian establishment, Lord Sinha of Raipur, Under Secretary
of State for India and the first Indian to serve
as governor of a province under the Raj, and
Mr Bhupendranath Basu, a wealthy Calcutta
solicitor and a member of the Council of India
in London.”
Bose was eager to gain admission to a college
at the University of Cambridge.However, it was
already past the deadline for admission.With
the help of some Indian students there and Mr.
Reddaway, the Censor of Fitzwilliam Hall, a
body run by the Non-Collegiate Students Board
of the university, for making available the university’s education at an economical cost without formal admission to a college, Bose entered
the register of the university on 19 November
1919.He chose the Mental and Moral Sciences
Tripos and simultaneously set about preparing
for the Civil Service exams.He came fourth in
the ICS examination and was selected, but he
did not want to work under an alien government which would mean serving the British. As
he stood on the verge of taking the plunge by
resigning from the Indian Civil Service in 1921,
he wrote to his elder brother Sarat Chandra
Bose: “Only on the soil of sacrifice and suffering can we raise our national edifice.”
He resigned from his civil service job on 23
April 1921 and returned to India
1921–1932: Indian National Congress
He started the newspaper Swaraj and took
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Subhas Chandra Bose[pronunciation?] (23
January 1897 – 18 August 1945)was an Indian
nationalist whose defiant patriotism made him
a hero in India,[j] but whose attempt during
World War II to rid India of British rule with
the help of Nazi Germany and Imperial Japan
left a troubled legacy.The honorific Netaji
(Hindustani: “Respected Leader”), first applied
in early 1942 to Bose in Germany by the Indian
soldiers of the Indische Legion and by the German and Indian officials in the Special Bureau
for India in Berlin, was later used throughout
IndiaBose had been a leader of the younger,
radical, wing of the Indian National Congress
in the late 1920s and 1930s, rising to become
Congress President in 1938 and 1939.However, he was ousted from Congress leadership
positions in 1939 following differences with
Mahatma Gandhi and the Congress high commandHe was subsequently placed under house
arrest by the British before escaping from India
in 1940.
Bose arrived in Germany in April 1941, where
the leadership offered unexpected, if sometimes
ambivalent, sympathy for the cause of India’s
independence, contrasting starkly with its
attitudes towards other colonised peoples and
ethnic communities.In November 1941, with
German funds, a Free India Centre was set
up in Berlin, and soon a Free India Radio, on
which Bose broadcast nightly. A 3,000-strong
Free India Legion, comprising Indians captured
by Erwin Rommel’s Afrika Korps, was also
formed to aid in a possible future German land
invasion of IndiaBy spring 1942, in light of
Japanese victories in southeast Asia and changing German priorities, a German invasion of
India became untenable, and Bose became keen
to move to southeast Asia.Adolf Hitler, during
his only meeting with Bose in late May 1942,
suggested the same, and offered to arrange for a
submarine.During this time Bose also became a
father; his wife, or companion,Emilie Schenkl,
whom he had met in 1934, gave birth to a baby
girl in November 1942.Identifying strongly
with the Axis powers, and no longer apologetically, Bose boarded a German submarine in
February 1943.] Off Madagascar, he was transferred to a Japanese submarine from which he
disembarked in Japanese-held Sumatra in May
1943.
With Japanese support, Bose revamped the Indian National Army (INA), then composed of
Indian soldiers of the British Indian army who
had been captured in the Battle of Singapore.To
these, after Bose’s arrival, were added enlisting Indian civilians in Malaya and Singapore.
The Japanese had come to support a number
of puppet and provisional governments in the
captured regions, such as those in Burma, the
Philippines and Manchukuo. Before long the
Provisional Government of Free India, presided
by Bose, was formed in the Japanese-occupied
Andaman and Nicobar Islands.Bose had great
drive and charisma—creating popular Indian
slogans, such as “Jai Hind,”—and the INA
under Bose was a model of diversity by region,
ethnicity, religion, and even gender. However,
Bose was regarded by the Japanese as being
militarily unskilled,and his military effort was
short-lived. In late 1944 and early 1945, the
British Indian Army first halted and then devastatingly reversed the Japanese attack on India.
Almost half the Japanese forces and fully half
the participating INA contingent were killed.
The INA was driven down the Malay Peninsula
and surrendered with the recapture of Singapore. Bose had earlier chosen not to surrender
with his forces or with the Japanese, but rather
to escape to Manchuria with a view to seeking a
future in the Soviet Union which he believed to
be turning anti-British. He died from third-degree burns received when his plane crashed in
Taiwan.Some Indians, however, did not believe
that the crash had occurred,with many among
them, especially in Bengal, believing that Bose
would return to gain India’s independence.
The Indian National Congress, the main instru-

munism and fascism in actioncitation needed]
In this period, he also researched and wrote
the first part of his book The Indian Struggle,
which covered the country’s independence
movement in the years 1920–1934. Although
it was published in London in 1935, the British
government banned the book in the colony out
of fears that it would encourage unrest
Legacy
Bose was featured on the stamps in India from
1964, 1993, 1997, 2001, 2016 and 2018.Netaji
Subhas Chandra Bose International Airport at
Kolkata, Netaji Subhash Chandra Bose Island,
formerly Ross Island and many other institutions in India are named after him. On 23
August 2007, Japanese Prime Minister, Shinzō
Abe visited the Subhas Chandra Bose memorial
hall in Kolkata.Abe said to Bose’s family “The
Japanese are deeply moved by Bose’s strong will
to have led the Indian independence movement
from British rule. Netaji is a much respected
name in Japan.” The following words are inscribed on a brass shield in front of the chair.
“Netaji Subhash Chandra Bose in order to free
India from the shackles of British imperialism
organized the Azad Hind Government from
outside the country on October 21, 1943. Netaji
set up the Provisional Government of Independent India (Azad Hind) and transferred its
headquarter at Rangoon on January 7, 1944.
On the 5th April, 1944, the “Azad Hind Bank”
was inaugurated at Rangoon. It was on this
occasion that Netaji used this chair for the first
time. Later the chair was kept at the residence
of Netaji at 51, University Avenue, Rangoon,

where the office of the Azad Hind Government was also housed. Afterwards, at
the time of leaving Burma, the Britishers

handed over the chair to the family of Mr.
A.T. Ahuja, the well known business man of
Rangoon. The chair was officially handed over
to the Government of India in January 1979. It
was brought to Calcutta on the 17th July, 1980.
It has now been ceremonially installed at the
Red Fort on July 7, 1981.”
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Bhagat Singh

federalism, nationalism and development in
India, notes that
Bhagat Singh represents a challenge to almost
every tendency in Indian politics. Gandhi-inspired Indian nationalists, Hindu nationalists,
Sikh nationalists, the parliamentary Left and
the pro-armed struggle Naxalite Left compete
with each other to appropriate the legacy of
Bhagat Singh, and yet each one of them is
faced with a contradiction in making a claim
to his legacy. Gandhi-inspired Indian nationalists find Bhagat Singh’s resort to violence
problematic, the Hindu and Sikh nationalists
find his atheism troubling, the parliamentary Left finds his ideas and actions as more
close to the perspective of the Naxalites and
the Naxalites find Bhagat Singh’s critique
of individual terrorism in his later life an
uncomfortable historical factOn 15 August
2008, an 18-foot tall bronze statue of Singh
was installed in the Parliament of India, next
to the statues of Indira Gandhi and Subhas
Chandra Bose.A portrait of Singh and Dutt
also adorns the walls of the Parliament House
The National Martyrs Memorial, built at
Hussainiwala in memory of Bhagat Singh,
Sukhdev and Rajguru
The place where Singh was cremated, at
Hussainiwala on the banks of the Sutlej river,
became Pakistani territory during the partition. On 17 January 1961, it was transferred
to India in exchange for 12 villages near the
Sulemanki Headworks.Batukeshwar Dutt was
cremated there on 19 July 1965 in accordance
with his last wishes, as was Singh’s mother,
Vidyawati.The National Martyrs Memorial
was built on the cremation spot in 1968and
has memorials of Singh, Rajguru and Sukhdev. During the 1971 India–Pakistan war, the
memorial was damaged and the statues of
the martyrs were removed by the Pakistani
Army. They have not been returnedbut the
memorial was rebuilt in 1973The Shaheedi
Mela (Punjabi: Martyrdom Fair) is an event
held annually on 23 March when people pay
homage at the National Martyrs Memorial.
The day is also observed across the Indian
state of Punjab.The Shaheed-e-Azam Sardar
Bhagat Singh Museum opened on the 50th
anniversary of his death at his ancestral vil-

lage, Khatkar Kalan. Exhibits include Singh’s
ashes, the blood-soaked sand, and the bloodstained newspaper in which the ashes were
wrapped.A page of the first Lahore Conspiracy Case’s judgement in which Kartar Singh
Sarabha was sentenced to death and on which
Singh put some notes is also displayed,as well
as a copy of the Bhagavad Gita with Bhagat
Singh’s signature, which was given to him in
the Lahore Jail, and other personal belongings.The Bhagat Singh Memorial was built
in 2009 in Khatkar Kalan at a cost of ₹168
million (US$2.4 million).The Supreme Court
of India established a museum to display
landmarks in the history of India’s judicial
system, displaying records of some historic
trials. The first exhibition that was organised
was the Trial of Bhagat Singh, which opened
on 28 September 2007, on the centenary
celebrations of Singh’s birth.Modern days
Statues of Bhagat Singh, Rajguru and
Sukhdev at the India–Pakistan Border, near
Hussainiwala
The youth of India still draw tremendous
amount of inspiration from Singh.He was
voted the “Greatest Indian” in a poll by the
Indian magazine India Today in 2008, ahead
of Bose and Gandhi.During the centenary
of his birth, a group of intellectuals set up an
institution named Bhagat Singh Sansthan to
commemorate him and his ideals.The Parliament of India paid tributes and observed
silence as a mark of respect in memory
of Singh on 23 March 2001and 2005.In
Pakistan, after a long-standing demand by
activists from the Bhagat Singh Memorial
Foundation of Pakistan, the Shadman Chowk
square in Lahore, where he was hanged,
was renamed as Bhagat Singh Chowk. This
change was successfully challenged in a
Pakistani court.On 6 September 2015, the
Bhagat Singh Memorial Foundation filed a
petition in the Lahore high court and again
demanded the renaming of the Chowk to
Bhagat Singh Chowk.
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Banga, India in Nawanshahr district (now
renamed Shaheed Bhagat Singh Nagar) of the
Punjab.
His family was politically active.His grandfather, Arjun Singh followed Swami Dayananda
Saraswati’s Hindu reformist movement, Arya
Samaj, which had a considerable influence on
Bhagat.His father and uncles were members
of the Ghadar Party, led by Kartar Singh
Sarabha and Har Dayal. Ajit Singh was forced
into exile due to pending court cases against
him while Swaran Singh died at home in
Lahore in 1910 following his release from jail.
Unlike many Sikhs of his age, Singh did not
attend the Khalsa High School in Lahore. His
grandfather did not approve of the school
officials’ loyalty to the British government.
He was enrolled instead in the Dayanand
Anglo-Vedic High School, an Arya Samaji institution.The Arya Samaj philosophy greatly
influenced him throughout his life.
In 1919, when he was 12 years old, Singh visited the site of the Jallianwala Bagh massacre
hours after thousands of unarmed people
gathered at a public meeting had been killed.
When he was 14 years old, he was among
those in his village who welcomed protesters
against the killing of a large number of unarmed people at Gurudwara Nankana Sahib
on 20 February 1921.Singh became disillusioned with Mahatma Gandhi’s philosophy of
non-violence after he called off the nonco-operation movement. Gandhi’s decision
followed the violent murders of policemen
by villagers who were reacting to the police
killing three villagers in the 1922 Chauri
Chaura incident. Singh joined the Young
Revolutionary Movement and began to advocate for the violent overthrow of the British
Government in India. In 1923, Singh joined
the National College in Lahore,where he also
participated in extra-curricular activities like
the dramatics society. In 1923, he won an
essay competition set by the Punjab Hindi
Sahitya Sammelan, writing on the problems in the Punjab.Inspired by the Young
Italy movement of Giuseppe Mazzini,he
founded the Indian socialist youth organisation Naujawan Bharat Sabha in March 1926.
He also joined the Hindustan Republican
Association,] which had prominent leaders,
such as Chandrashekhar Azad, Ram Prasad
Bismil and Shahid Ashfaqallah Khan.A year
later, to avoid an arranged marriage, Singh
ran away to Cawnpore In a letter he left
behind, he said: My life has been dedicated to
the noblest cause, that of the freedom of the
country. Therefore, there is no rest or worldly
desire that can lure me now.
Police became concerned with Singh’s influence on youths and arrested him in May 1927
on the pretext that he had been involved in
a bombing that had taken place in Lahore in
October 1926. He was released on a surety of
Rs. 60,000 five weeks after his arrest He wrote
for, and edited, Urdu and Punjabi newspapers, published in Amritsarand also contributed to low-priced pamphlets published by
the Naujawan Bharat Sabha that excoriated
the British.[26] He also wrote for Kirti, the
journal of the Kirti Kisan Party (“Workers
and Peasants Party”) and briefly for the Veer
Arjun newspaper, published in Delhi.He often used pseudonyms, including names such
as Balwant, Ranjit and Vidhrohi.
Legacy and memorials
Bhagat Singh remains a significant figure in
Indian iconography to the present day.His
memory, however, defies categorisation and
presents problems for various groups that
might try to appropriate it. Pritam Singh, a
professor who has specialised in the study of
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Bhagat Singh (1907 – 23 March 1931) was an
Indian socialist revolutionary whose two acts
of dramatic violence against the British in India and execution at age 23 made him a folk
hero of the Indian independence movement.
In December 1928, Bhagat Singh and an
associate, Shivaram Rajguru, fatally shot
a 21-year-old British police officer, John
Saunders, in Lahore, British India, mistaking
Saunders, who was still on probation, for the
British police superintendent, James Scott,
whom they had intended to assassinate.They
believed Scott was responsible for the death
of popular Indian nationalist leader Lala
Lajpat Rai, by having ordered a lathi charge
in which Rai was injured, and, two weeks
after which, died of a heart attack. Saunders
was felled by a single shot from Rajguru, a
marksman.He was then shot several times
by Singh, the postmortem report showing
eight bullet wounds.Another associate of
Singh, Chandra Shekhar Azad, shot dead an
Indian police constable, Chanan Singh, who
attempted to pursue Singh and Rajguru as
they fled.
After escaping, Singh and his associates, using pseudonyms, publicly owned to avenging
Lajpat Rai’s death, putting up prepared posters, which, however, they had altered to show
Saunders as their intended target Singh was
thereafter on the run for many months, and
no convictions resulted at the time. Surfacing
again in April 1929, he and another associate,
Batukeshwar Dutt, exploded two improvised
bombs inside the Central Legislative Assembly in Delhi. They showered leaflets from
the gallery on the legislators below, shouted
slogans, and then allowed the authorities
to arrest them.The arrest, and the resulting
publicity, had the effect of bringing to light
Singh’s complicity in the John Saunders case.
Awaiting trial, Singh gained much public
sympathy after he joined fellow defendant
Jatin Das in a hunger strike, demanding better prison conditions for Indian prisoners,
and ending in Das’s death from starvation in
September 1929. Singh was convicted and
hanged in March 1931, aged 23.Bhagat Singh
became a popular folk hero after his death.
Jawaharlal Nehru wrote about him, “Bhagat
Singh did not become popular because of his
act of terrorism but because he seemed to
vindicate, for the moment, the honour of Lala
Lajpat Rai, and through him of the nation.
He became a symbol; the act was forgotten, the symbol remained, and within a few
months each town and village of the Punjab,
and to a lesser extent in the rest of northern
India, resounded with his name.”In still later
years, Singh, an atheist and socialist in life,
won admirers in India from among a political spectrum that included both Communists and right-wing nationalists. Although
many of Singh’s associates, as well as many
Indian anti-colonial revolutionaries, were
also involved in daring acts and were either
executed or died violent deaths, few came to
be lionised in popular art and literature to the
same extent as Singh.
Early life
Bhagat Singh, a Sandhu Jat,] was born in
1907to Kishan Singh and Vidyavati at Chak
No. 105 GB, Banga village, Jaranwala Tehsil
in the Lyallpur district of the Punjab Province
of British India present day Pakistan. His
birth coincided with the release of his father
and two uncles, Ajit Singh and Swaran Singh,
from jail.His family members were Hindus
and Sikhs; some had been active in Indian
Independence movements, others had served
in Maharaja Ranjit Singh’s army. His ancestral
village was Khatkar Kalan, near the town of
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Resurrection: Ertugrul

The show has been well received in Turkey and
abroad, particularly in Pakistan and Azerbaijan.
However, several countries in the Arab world have
banned the show and fatwas have been issued against
it.
Season 1
After saving Shahzade Numan, Shahzade Yigit
and Halime Hatun, Ertuğrul puts the Kayı in a series of
problems with the Templars and a powerful Seljuk man,
Karatoygar. A problem also arises with Kurdoğlu, who is
betrays Ertuğrul and Suleyman Shah, his blood brother
and also father of Ertuğrul and Bey of the Kayı. They
attempt to migrate to Aleppo however are stopped by
Tariq, a traitor working for the Templars. Ertuğrul kills
him and successfully convinces the Emir of Aleppo to see
the truth. Finally settled in Aleppo, Suleyman Shah orders
the Kayı to siege the Templar castle. They succeed and the
Kayı rejoice with the marriages of Turgut Alp and Aykiz.
Soon after, Ertuğrul also marries with Halime. The Kayı
migrate to the Seljuk-Mongol borders in Anatolia, following the will of Suleyman Shah before he died.

wife), plots behind his back to help her brother Gumustekin become the margrave with the help of Emir Sadettin
Kopek. Ertugrul is sent on exile by Hayme Ana. Tugtekin
confronts him but Ertugrul straight up tells Tugtekin that
his alp Kocabash is a traitor and the Mongols would be
arriving. As soon as Ertugrul leaves, Kocabash changes
sides and Noyan and his soldiers injure Tugtekin badly
and presume him to be dead. Kocabash goes to the nomad camp and tells everyone that Ertugrul killed Tugtekin. Ertugrul chops his head as a punishment when he
arrives at the nomad camp. Korkut throws a knife at him

Season 3
In the third season, Ertugrul deals with the Cavdar tribe,
the most powerful tribe in the western region of Anatolia.
Led by Candar Bey and his children Ural, Aslihan, and
Aliyar, the Cavdars are very skilled at trading. However,
Ural is devious and seeks his father’s beylik, and does
anything to achieve this. Following Ertugrul’s conquest of
the Hanli Bazar, Ural Bey is sentenced to death for his role
in destroying property, killing Ertugrul’s Alps, and killing
the Tekfur of Karacahisar. With the help of Emir Sadettin Kopek, Ural is freed and seeks help from Vasiliyus the
new commander of Karacahisar, who seeks a bloody war
with the Turks. During absence of Ertugrul and cavadar’s
new bey Aliyar, Ural tries to become bey of his tribe but
is defeated and killed.Ertugrul bands together with Aliyar
Bey to defeat Vasiliyus, but Aliyar Bey dies along the way.
Savci, Etugrul’s son is born and Bamsi marries Helena
who later becomes Muslim and changes her name from
Helena to Hafsa Hatun. The Seljuk Sultan comes to examine his western borders, and vasiliyus tried to capture
him, but is killed by Ertugrul in a combat. To strengthen
his ties with the Cavdars, Ertugrul requests Turgut to
marry Aslihan, who accepts. Ertugrul is also given the

title of Uc Bey by Sultan Alaeddin, which angers Kopek
who vows to destroy Ertugrul. In the end, Ertugrul is sent
by Sultan to protect his eastern borders from Mongols but
is captured by some slave traders.
Season 4
In the fourth season, the Kayilar mourn Ertugrul’s death.
Aslihan deals with the arrival of Bahadir Bey, her uncle
who seeks her beylik. Meanwhile, Ertugrul is actually
alive and captured by a slave trader. Dundar becomes
the bey of the Kayilar and tries to sell Hanli Bazar and
move back to Gundogdu’s tribe, but is stopped by the
appearance of Ertugrul. Ertugrul banishes Dundar and
reclaims Hanli Bazar and declares war on the Byzantines
after his son Gunduz is kidnapped by Ares. After Bahadir Bey’s treachery, Ertugrul executes him and conquers
Karacahisar, leaving Ares to go on the run. The conquest
of Karacahisar leads to Ertugrul making a move against
Kopek, whose treachery threatens the Seljuk state. Following a failed ambush, Ertugrul captures Ares and promises
to set him free if he confesses to the Sultan about Kopek’s
misdeeds. The plan nearly works, however, Kopek is saved
by Altun Aba and the Sultan’s wife Mahperi Hatun, who
seeks to make her son Giyaseddin the Sultan. Kopek is
exiled, and sends his men after Ares, who is saved when
Erturgrul shows up. Ares converts to Islam and becomes
Ahmet, and serves as a spy for Ertugrul. Sultan requests a
meeting with Ertugrul, who explains everything to him.
However, the Sultan is poisoned by this meeting by Kopek, and dies in the hands of Ertugrul. Meanwhile turgut
and bamsi save their wives , Titan and Angelos are killed
and the traitor Marya is caught . Giyaseddin becomes
the new Sultan and imprisons Ertugrul until Ibn Arabi
rescues him. Meanwhile, Gunalp Bey, Kopek’s adopted
son captures Karacahisar and Ertugrul’s alps and tries
to have them executed, only to be stopped by Ertugrul.
Ertugrul attempts to convince Gunalp of Kopek’s wrongdoings, but fails. Kopek kills Giyaseddin’s brother Kilic
Arslan and seizes power in the palace. Giyaseddin issues
an execution warrant for Kopek, who has enough power
now to become the sultan. Aslihan Hatun takes Aliyar’s
sword and secretly leaves the tribe with the intention to
kill Kopek. She fails causing her death and Sadettin to
nearly die. With the help of Sungurtekin and Husamettin
Karaca, Ertugrul chops off Kopek’s head in an epic showdown. The feasts begin, but are cut short with Halime’s
death following Osman’s birth. The Mongols start to make
a move on Anatolia and Ogedei Han sends Bayju Noyan,
back from the dead, as an envoy to the Seljuk. Noyan and
Ertugrul team up to deliver a peace treaty, but it is broken
when Ogedei dies. Noyan’s sister, Alangoya, infiltrates the
Kayi tribe and causes chaos, only to be killed by Hayme.
The season concludes with the Kayi Tribe beginning their
migration to Sogut, and Noyan planning his siege upon
Anatolia, which is historically known as the Battle of Kose
Dag.

Cont’d on page 31
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Season 2
In the second season, Halime tells Ertugrul that she’s
pregnant. Immediately after that Ertuğrul is captured by
the Mongols, led by Bayju Noyan. Meanwhile, the Kayi
Tribe led by Hayme Ana seeks refuge with the Dodurga,
led by Korkut Bey, her brother. When the Kayis go in
search for Ertugrul, they find his ring in a pile of burnt
coal and assume that he is dead. Halime is devastated and
nearly loses her baby, but is revived when Ertugrul returns
in time. Ertuğrul’s escape from the Mongols and subsequent return to his tribe creates internal strife between
him and his cousin Tugtekin, the head alp of the Dodurga. As Noyan had nailed his hand, he was incapable of
holding a sword. Thus, his head of alp title is taken away
from him and he is neither an alp nor a head. Meanwhile,
Aytolun (Hayme Ana’s sister in law - Korkut Bey’s second

which pierces Hayme Ana. On the execution of Ertugrul
his Alps save him and Tugtekin appears which makes
the situation better. Head of Alps is taken back from
Tugtekin and given to Gundogdu. Gokce gets married to
Tugtekin. The tension is further escalated with the arrival
of Sungurtekin, Ertugrul’s long lost brother.Aytolun and
Gongacal steal the Oghuz seal from Sungurtekin. Aytolun
poisons Korkut and herself and puts the blame on Banu
Cicek, Korkut’s adoptive daughter. However Ertugrul
shows Gundogdu And Hayme Ana her reality and stops
Gundogdu from marrying Gongacal. They go to war
secretly with Gumeshtekin and Aytolun And Gongacal
follow Selcan and Halime to the stream bed. After a fierce
fight, Aytolun takes advantage of Halime’s pregnancy and
knee’s her on her womb. Halime faints and Aytolun attempts to chop her head off but is killed by an arrow shot
by Abdurrahman alp.Goncagal runs away. Noyan and
Gongacal fall in love and kidnap Gokce from the nomad
tent who kills Gongacal. Noyan later kills both Gokce and
Tugtekin. Ertugrul’s son, Gunduz is born. Turgut stomps
off angry because Ertugrul does not let him kill Noyan
and take his revenge. Ertugrul mortally wounds( he reappears in Season 4) Noyan who attempts to kill Gunduz.
After defeating Gumustekin and Noyan, the tribe is
split between joining Ertuğrul on the Western border of
Anatolia, or staying with Gundogdu and Sungurtekin.
Moreover, till that time Ertuğrul’s uncle and cousin Tugtekin are dead . In the end, Ertuğrul, his brother Dundar,
Halime Sultan,Gunduz, and Hayme Ana, along with 400
other people journey to the western edge of Anatolia,
leaving behind the rest of the Kayi Tribe.Sadattein Kopek’s
soldiers attack them and kill Yigit Alp. Bogac tries to kill
Gunduz, but is killed by Turgut, who rescues Gunduz and
is made head of Alps by Ertugrul. They migrate to a new
fertile land, leaving behind the rest of Anatolia
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Diriliş: Ertuğrul (transl. “Resurrection: Ertuğrul”) is
a Turkish historical fiction and adventure television
series created by Mehmet Bozdağ, starring Engin
Altan Düzyatan in the title role. It was filmed in Riva,
a village in the Beykoz district of Istanbul, Turkey,
and premiered on TRT 1 in Turkey on December
10, 2014. The show is set in 13th century and centers
around the life of Ertuğrul, the father of Osman I,
who was the founder of the Ottoman Empire.
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Emir Bahattin’s presence serves to disrupt Ertugrul’s plans
against the Mongols. Following Gunduz’s acquittal after
the truth about Dragos is revealed, Beybolat Bey arrives.
As the son of Umur Bey and Bey of the Umuroğlu after
his father’s death he is a Seljuk assassin that works with
the Mongols to wipe out rebelling Oğuz Tribes, under
a fake name Albaşti. Ertugrul’s brothers are on the run
from Albasti and hide in the mountains. Beybolat seeks to
marry Ilbilge with Bahattin, but his plans are ruined when
Ertugrul asks her for marriage, and she accepts.

Sirma Hatun becomes the head hatun of the Kayi,
angering Selcan who fights and assaults her. Suleyman
is imprisoned by Beybolat for speaking out against his
beylik, but escapes with Ilbilge’s help. Ertugrul and his
alps intercept a message from Hulagu Han and change it,
saving Lefke Castle from being conquered. Ertugrul learns

the location of his son by eavesdropping on a meeting
between Uranos and Alincak, and saves him from becoming a Mongol slave. Then, Ertugrul trades the chest (the
real contents of which he took, and replaced instead with
falsified documents) for the right to his tribe back, and
humiliates Alincak. When he realizes Alincak is going
after Sultan Izzettin Kaykavus, Ertugrul rescues him and
pins the blame on Berke Han, the leader of the Golden
Horde. He gives the location to Kaykavus to Alincak in
exchange for Gundogdu’s pardon, which would allow him
to restore his tribe.
Subutai falls in the trap Ertugrul set and is killed, along
with Yinal, Beybolat’s head alp. Ertugrul retakes Sogut
and his beylik back and removes all the Umur alps and
flags. Beybolat, angry at Ertugrul, kidnaps his nephew Suleyman and kills him under the guise of Albasti. Alincak
captures Mergen, who he realizes is a spy, and tortures
him until Ertugrul rescues him. During the fight between
Ertugrul and his alps and Alincak and Albasti, Bamsi
comes late, which results in Alincak escaping and Gunduz

Bamsi’s head alp title is taken away and given to Abdurrahman. Beybolat tasks Sirma with stirring conflict
between Hafsa and Selcan, which works. Ertugrul plots
with Uranos to get rid of Alincak and successfully traps
him. However, Dragos makes a deal with Beybolat to get
rid of Ertugrul. Ertugrul tortures Alincak to tell him who
Albasti is. Meanwhile, Hafsa and her kids are attacked by
Albasti’s men, who kidnap Aybars. Ertugrul sets a trap for
Zangoc, knowing he is conspiring with Lefke Castle, but it
is unknown that the bellringer is the real Dragos. Ertugrul
traps Uranos and captures him, asking him to tell him
who the real Dragos is. The bellringer is put in prison, but
escapes by killing Oguz Alp. Bamsi goes after Aybars but
is trapped by Albasti’s men. Beybolat shows up and kills
the fake Albasti, thinking he fooled Ertugrul. Bamsi disobeys orders and kidnaps Alincak to give to Dragos, who
has Aybars. Ertugrul saves Bamsi from Dragos’s trap, kills
Alincak, and captures Dragos. After suspecting Beybolat,
he puts a plan in motion to prove he is Albasti.
Beybolat makes a deal with Dragos that will help him
escape from Ertugrul. On the day of Dragos’s execution,
Beybolat betrays Dragos and helps Ertugrul and his alps
kill Dragos’s men who infiltrated Sogut. Ertugrul kills
Dragos. Bamsi, who was repenting in the Sogut mosque,
is injured severely during the fight, but survives and is forgiven by Ertugrul. Ertugrul meets with Ilbilge, and both
realize that Beybolat is Albasti. Ertugrul and Ilbilge set a
trap for Beybolat and confront him while Turgut and the
alps take care of Batur Alp and the rest of Albasti’s men.
Beybolat reveals himself to be Albasti, shocking Ilbilge
and infuriating Ertugrul. Ertugrul engages in battle with
Beybolat and Gundogdu makes an appearance, injuring
Beybolat. Beybolat, to escape, jumps off a cliff into a river
below and floats downstream unconscious. He is rescued
by Arikbuka, a commander of Hulagu Han, feared spy,
and blood brother of Alincak.
Ertugrul makes Ilbilge the Bey of the Umurogullari and
tells her that he will fulfill his promises. Ertugrul and
Gundogdu make plans to negotiate with Berke Han to
start a war with the Mongols. Mergen is tailed by Arikbuka when meeting with Berke Han’s men and unknowingly
leads them to Ertugrul’s meeting place. A battle ensues between the Mongols and Beybolat on one end and Ertugrul
and his alps on the other. Bamsi finds traces of arrows
used to rescue Beybolat and brings them to Gundogdu,
who identifies them as Arikbuka’s and sets off to rescue
Ertugrul. Dumrul and Mergen are killed in the battle,
with Turgut severely injured by Beybolat and near dead,
and Ertugrul severely injured and captured. Gundogdu
reaches the battlefield and realizes that Turgut is injured
severely. Melikshah takes Turgut to the tribe, while Abdurrahman tells Ilbilge Hatun that Ertugrul was captured.
Gundogdu, Bamsi, Gunduz, and Gunkut set off to look for
Ertugrul. Arikbuka and Albasti question Ertugrul, who
reveals that Albasti tried to kill Alincak. Enraged, Arikbuka nearly draws his sword against Beybolat, but stops
himself, to Ertugrul’s displeasure. Arikbuka is informed
that Gundogdu is searching for them and plans a trap.
Sirma meets with Umurogullari beys to try and usurp
the beylik from Ilbilge and reinstate Beybolat. Albasti
is ambushed by Ilbilge and Abdurrahman while
taking Ertugrul to Arikbuka’s secret cave. Ertugrul
kills Beybolat and tells Ilbilge to take the corpse
to her tribe. Gundogdu falls into Arikbuka’s trap
and is poisoned with gas. Ertugrul saves him and
Arikbuka goes on the run. Ilbilge brings back the
corpse of Beybolat and clamps down on her tribe,
enraging Sirma. Ertugrul and his alps come back
to the Kayi camp and Ertugrul reunites with a now
healed Turgut.
Artuk Bey bring word from the white beards, who
meet with Ertugrul and tell him about an impor-

tant shipment going towards Anatolia. They also reveal
that there is a Mongol spy near Berke Han. Sirma plots
with Taskun Bey to take the Beylik when Ilbilge opens
the position. Ilbilge nominates Battal Bey, who loses to
Taskun Bey who paid off the other Beys. Taskun Bey then
proposes to Sirma Hatun while Ilbilge connects the dots.
Bamsi, Gunkut, and Gunduz infiltrate the caravansary
and learn about the Mongol spy. Gundogdu and Turgut
go to take the gold on behalf of Ertugrul, but are trapped
by Arikbuka’s men. They fend them off but the gold is
missing.
Ertugrul encounters Arikbuka and is led to a trap while
trying to question him about the spy. Bamsi, Gunkut,
and Gunduz rescue Ertugrul from Arikbuka’s trap, who
escapes. Gundogdu and Turgut find the gold and secure
it. Ertugrul chases after Arikbuka but is misled by a look
alike. Ilbilge is removed from her position by Taskun Bey
and Sirma, and suspects something is wrong. Gundogdu
and Turgut return to the tribe to hear the news of the
Umurogullari elections, and decide to meet with Taskun
Bey. Ilbilge follows Sirma and sees her meeting with a
Mongol spy at Beybolat’s grave. Taskun Bey angers Gundogdu and Turgut when he says that he will continue to
collect taxes for the state.
Ertugrul ventures to meet Berke Han with his alps to
bring news of the situation in Anatolia and to tell him of
a spy. Berke Han is misled by the spy, who is his closest advisor. Gundogdu and Selcan leave the tribe when
news from Sungurtekin arrives saying that Dundar is
taking care of an injured Iltekin and they are needed in
their camp. Gundogdu says Dundar will come back to
Ertugrul’s camp. Turgut and Ilbilge lay an ambush for the
Mongol spy and capture him. Ertugrul meets with Berke
Han and nearly fails before telling him of the spy. The two
create a plan to isolate the vizier who is the traitor. Turgut
and Ilbilge arrive back at the camp with the spy, and question him, and he reveals that Sirma and Taskun Bey are
traitors.
Turgut kills Taskun Bey and Sirma is left imprisoned in
her tent. Ertugrul and his alps fall into Arikbuka’s trap but
are saved by Berke Han who reveals that they tricked the
spy. A fight ensues and Arikbuka walks away again. Sirma
Hatun confronts Ilbilge and poisons her, but is killed by a
dying Ilbilge. Ilbilge is taken to the Kayi tribe where Artuk
Bey revives her. The spy and Arikbuka create a trap but
are foiled and killed by Berke Han and Ertugrul. Ertugrul marries Ilbilge and the show ends with the alps with
Ertugrul leading riding their horses into war while Osman
picks up Suleyman Shah’s sword and says he will carry
the resurrection and the Kayi flag all over the world. This
leads to Osman forming the Ottoman empire.
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Ertugrul raids the Mongols and steals the tax gold in
order to start a huge war. This leads to Emir Bahattin’s
death with Albasti and Dragos still at large. Ertugrul
survives an assassination attempt when Zangoc (the real
Dragos) saves him from the assassin’s arrows. Ertugrul
now suspects Zangoc of being Dragos and tasks Mergen
to track him. Hulagu Han sends Commander Alincak and
Subutay to raid the Kayi tribe. They capture the family,
make Beybolat the Bey, Artuk Bey the new bey of the
Kayilar, and command Ertugrul to hand over the chest or
else they take Osman’s life. Ertugrul refuses to hand over
the chest, allies with Dragos and Lefke Castle, and tasks
Ilbilge Hatun with spying for him in the tribe.

getting injured.
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Season 5
The fifth season takes place 10 years after the Battle of
Kose Dag, where the Mongols took over the Seljuk state.
The arrival of the new tax collectors, the Umurogullari,
disrupts the balance of Sogut. Umur Bey’s daughter,
Ilbilge Hatun, infiltrates the Kayi tribe to gain information on Ertugrul, and falls in love with him. Meanwhile,
Commander Dragos, a disgraced Byzantine warrior seeks
to conquer Sogut. He kills Umur Bey and frames Gunduz
Alp, pitting two tribes against each other.
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PAKISTAN INDEPENDENCE
British rule in
united India. An
uprising
that occurred in
1857 eventually
formed the shape
of a freedom
movement, which
exemplifies the
efforts of the
people of British
India
in gaining their
independence.
Muslims ruled the
subcontinent
before the British incursion and
suffered due to the 1857 uprising
against the British East India
Company. Leaders such as Sir Syed
Ahmed Khan and Syed Ameer Ali
worked diligently for the Muslim
people’s political advancement.
The Indian National Congress was
formed in 1885, which later on became
British India’s largest political
party. Major Muslim political leaders,
including Muhammad Ali Jinnah,
were members of the Indian
National Congress and worked
towards Hindu-Muslim unity and
India’s independence.
The All India Muslim League was
founded on December 30, 1906.
There was growing demand for an
independent Muslim state in
India.

In 1930 Muhammad Iqbal presented
the idea of a separate Muslim
state that would geographically
consist of the Muslim majority
areas
in the subcontinent. The word
Pakistan is a conjunction of two
words Pak meaning Pure and
Stan
meaning Land, a name coined by
Choudhary Rahmat Ali.
Strong Hindu nationalism gave
birth to the Two Nation Theory,
an
ideology that is accredited as
being
the basis for Pakistan’s creation.
In 1940 the Pakistan Resolution
was passed in Lahore demanding
greater Muslim autonomy in
British
India.
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Pakistan’s Independence Day also
pays homage to people who devoted
their lives for Pakistan’s freedom
movement and made sacrifices to
attain Pakistan’s independence. A
change of guard takes place at national
monuments, including the
mausoleums of Muhammad Iqbal,
who was a poet, philosopher, and
politician, and Muhammad Ali Jinnah,
who is considered by many
as Pakistan’s founder and Quaid-iAzam
(supreme leader).
Events held during the day include
special theatre shows, national song
competitions, concerts, and Independence
Day pageants. Radio and
television stations broadcast national
songs and specially prepared
Independence Day programs.
Public Life
Independence Day is an official
holiday in Pakistan on August 14.
All governmental, non-governmental
offices, organizations, educational
institutions, post offices,
and major markets are closed.
Public transport remains unavailable
on all major routes. Traffic
congestion is common due to Independence
Day parades.
Background
The Indo-Pak subcontinent remained
a British colony from
1849–1947. The subcontinent’s inhabitants
did not approve of the
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Pakistan’s Independence Day,
which is annually held on August
14, celebrates the country’s independence
from the British rule on
that date in 1947. This day is an occasion
to promote patriotism and
national unity.
Many people dress in or use the
colors green and white, which are
Pakistan’s official colors, during
Pakistan’s Independence Day. What Do
People Do?
People all over Pakistan celebrate
Independence Day with patriotic
zest. Many people who attend the
Independence Day parades dress
up in green and white, which are
the Pakistani flag’s colors. People
visit national monuments and
places of national significance to
celebrate Independence Day. This
is also a time to meet relatives, exchange
gifts and visit recreational
spots.
Pakistan’s national flag is hoisted
on public, private buildings, residences
and monuments at dawn.
Official buildings, including Parliament
House, are decorated and colorfully
lit. The prime minister and
president address and congratulate
the nation and talk about the day’s
significance. Streets and houses are
decorated with candles, oil lamps
and pennants. Firework shows are
put together on the eve of Independence
Day.
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